1. Welcome  
   a. Chairperson Hengerer announces that Krystal McLeod will be the new alternate Senator at-Large.

2. Approval of Minutes  
   a. Chairperson Hengerer requests an approval of last month’s meeting; the minutes are approved.

3. Student Affairs Update  
   a. Marc Wais, Senior Vice President for Student Affairs  
      i. Senior Vice President Wais presents an update on a variety of fronts:  
         1. Commuter Lodging will be provided during Finals; space can be reserved through the Student Resource Center  
         2. Midnight Breakfast and Breakfast for Dinner will be on Tuesday, 12/15; events will be held both on the Square and in Brooklyn  
         3. Events typically hosted in Coles will be taking place in Chelsea Piers next semester  
         4. Diversity and Inclusion are a focus of the university, and it hopes to respond to student concerns brought up at several of the events from these past few weeks  
      ii. Senator (Tandon UG) Abugharbieh asks if transportation will be provided to the Brooklyn campus alongside the promised transportation to Chelsea Piers; Senior Vice President Wais takes in the suggestion positively  
      iii. Global Vice Chair Dacey Ariani asks if the attack on a faculty member on the Brooklyn campus will be addressed more widely; Senior Vice President Wais explains that the affected campus was informed, but more information on exactly who was informed can be obtained from Randy Stephen  
      iv. Chairperson Hengerer adds that the Student Senators Council just passed a resolution to push for diversity education at the faculty and staff level

4. Old Business  
   a. Allocation System Proposal  
      i. Vice Chair Sakai-Kawada presents the progress that was made since the last UCSL meeting  
         1. The SAB Allocations Committee reached out to all Club Leaders, and met with several of them to get better feedback. He presents the revised changes:  
            a. There will be a two-tiered system, where clubs that have spent 90% of their budget will be given agency to decide whether to use the semester budget or event budget system; the remaining clubs will be using the event budget system; clubs will have the opportunity to appeal to change to the opposite funding scheme if they believe the other system works better for their mission
b. In the semester system, the only change is that the median request has been specified; contingency will remain as-is

c. In the event system, the term event has been better defined to include outputs of club life such as publications, initiatives, etc.; contingency funding will be allowed for overspending or reactionary events, and the funding will be accessed through a post-event request (that is open for 7 days after the event)

2. Juan (Black and Brown Coalition) believes that the 90% mark is too high, and proposes that clubs have a different percentage requirement based on their allocation size; he also proposes that the median value be adjusted and explicitly stated so as to account for inherent skew; he also explains that theme months are still not properly addressed; he finally proposes that clubs be considered on a five-year spread before they are placed in either system
   a. Vice Chair Sakai-Kawada expresses that some clubs did not support the five-year spread

3. A motion was made, seconded, and approved to extend the meeting by 15 minutes.

4. Senator (AD) Gardner asks for clarification about the lower quadrant; Vice Chair Sakai-Kawada explains that all clubs, unless penalized for improper spending, start with $1000

5. Tashna (Caribbean Students Association) asks for clarification about contingency funds; Senator Shively explains that there will be follow-up if it is believed that events that are not reactive are using contingency funds

6. President (CAB 18) Rismondo expresses that the 90% mark is too high given that club budget practice is best when there is around a 10% cushion; she also expresses concern about the small committee size and their workload

7. A motion was made, seconded, and approved to extend the meeting by 15 minutes.

8. Kyle (Colleges Against Cancer) expresses support for 90% but asks why there is a floor for publication requests; Vice Chair Sakai-Kawada explains that it comes from the previous policy

9. Senator (alternate) Thibault expresses concern with 90%, and also asks who was consulted aside from club leaders in determining these limits; Vice Chair Sakai-Kawada reports that CSALS and the budgeting office were consulted

10. President (CAB 18) Rismondo requests that spending guidelines be explicitly outlined in the policy

11. President (IRHC) Chabbott expresses concern with the workload of this new system, and asks how the committee will ensure a robust review of requests; Vice Chair Sakai-Kawada presents that the committee is aware of the workload and has committed to the extra work

12. Juan (Black and Brown Coalition) explains that the budget office is already pressed for time; he proposes that the SAB Allocations committee assist the budget office where possible

13. Senator (SPS G Alternate) Mateos proposes that there be an advisor to SAB that is non-voting; Vice Chair Sakai-Kawada explains that the
current structure is as ideal as can be, but the structure is still being reviewed; Associate Director Wong explains that the budget office does not actually approve budgets, so he does not envision the workload increasing

14. Quorum was lost

5. New Business
   a. 5th Annual Violet 100: The NYU Spirit Week!
      i. Senator (LS) Regalado presents the details of Violet 100, including the schedule, structure, and partners for each event:
         1. Kick-Off: Contact Anushua Choudhury
         2. Global Service Initiative: Contact Carolyn Choi
         3. All-University Games: Contact Shawn Thibault
         4. Concert, in partnership with Program Board: Contact Amy Shih
         5. Ultra Violet Live, in partnership with the Inter-Residence Hall Council: Contact Walker Chabbott
         6. TEDxNYU, in partnership with TEDxNYU: Contact Abhi Ashutosh
         7. Hack-A-Thon, in partnership with the Student Technology and Research Committee: Contact Earl Co
         8. Violet Ball: Contact Stephanie Romano
         9. Brunch, in partnership with the Class Activities Boards: Contact Carolynn Choi
        10. Senator (LS) Regalado asks that councils run a joint PR effort in order to create a unified community
      ii. Senator (Tandon UG) Abugharbieh asks when the Service Leads will be meeting; President (CAB 16) Choi presents that the meeting will be on Friday, December 11th.

b. Motions from the Floor

6. Committee Updates
   a. Senator (CAS) Ezechi asks that senators who have not filled out the Campus Climate form do so in order to create a robust form; she needs information on club life, global affairs, and graduate student life

7. Task Force Updates

8. Council Updates
   a. Senator (alternate) Thibault presents the NYU Annual Toy Drive (presented by IGC and CAB) which is going on from now until December 17th; he asks members of the UCSL to consider donating after the meeting
   b. President (CAB 16) Choi presents the Winter Graduate Reception, which will take place on December 9th and will feature a toast from John Sexton for seniors graduating this semester
   c. Senator (Silver UG) Chakravarty presents the NY(You) Got Talent, which is a charity performance event taking place in GCASL C95 on December 4th
   d. Vice Chair Sakai-Kawada presents that IGC, through Dance Marathon, raised $330,000; he also asked that students donate to 1831, and participate in the next Giving Day in the Spring
   e. President (CAB 18) Rismondo presents that CAB 18 is hosting a Sophomore Send-Off for students studying abroad
   f. President (SPS UG) Matos presents that SPS just finished their first ever Spirit Week, and it was hugely successful

9. Updates from the Floor
10. Save the Dates & Announcements
   a. Next Student Government Meeting
      i. Thursday, February 4th, 5:30 - 7:00 PM
   b. StuGov: Ask Me Anything!
11. Adjournment